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Positive, judgment-free, and medically accurate, this publication discusses puberty in ways to
which young girls can relate. Celebrate Your Body (AND ITS OWN Changes, Too!) will help
young ladies understand (and love) their bodies now so when they continue to grow.For many
girls, puberty can be an uncertain time. Celebrate THE BODY (AND ITS OWN Changes, Too!)
includes everything girls need to know about breasts and bras, their period, hair occasionally,
feelings and friends, and so much more. This book will guide them as they learn about (and
celebrate) their amazing, changing, one-of-a-kind bodies?during puberty and beyond!Enjoy
Your Body offers essential insight such as: An overview of puberty that clarifies what happens,
when it happens, and how the girl’ll knowExplanations of shifts in body, mood, and
relationships?and how exactly to confidently approach these changes that occur in
pubertyPractical information for navigating new situations during puberty?from understanding
growth spurts to managing overwhelming emotions to staying safe on public mediaComplete
with current, available medical information, Celebrate YOUR SYSTEM offers a fresh take on this
entire “puberty” thing that will leave girls feeling informed, empowered, and ready for the shifts
that lie forward.Puberty comes with a lot of changes. Among puberty books for women,
Celebrate Your Body gives encouraging support while answering real questions that ladies
have about puberty.
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Nice book for girls. Why would I hand her a reserve to stoke insecurities that don't even exist? a
large number of books for my 10y... She acknowledges many colours and body types and
provides just the right amount of detail for a tween/pre-teen reader. It had been a great intro
to her body with techniques I wasn’t sure how to begin the conversations, but was able to
finish them for her. traditional notions of beauty.* Something I needed in order to avoid. Its
inclusive about body types, skin colors, and locks types. I am hoping my daughter internalizes
every message in this publication, from loving her body at every stage to producing her very
own choices about whether to shave or put on a bra." To end up being clear, the publication
doesn't encourage as well as go into detail on this topic, it simply identifies developing
feelings for "somebody" using generic pronouns. That is just one example of Sonya Renee
Taylor's subtle approach to inclusiveness & cultural sensitivity.If you're searching for an
encouraging, straightforward, medically accurate, inclusive guideline for your 9-12y.o, This. It
offers lots of great information that all young girls need. I wish I had known our skin gets thin
and dried out. which is what I was trying to avoid by purchasing such a publication! This book
is what every pre-pubescent, pubescent, and perhaps even post-pubescent feminine needs. It
does not dive in to anything about sex. I experienced seen that American Girl publication in
stores through the years and figured I'd probably simply get that.. THE BEST I love this book like
Oprah loves loaf of bread. Book. Celebrate THE BODY is the complete opposite! It's interesting
in a helpful, kind, and realistic way. I recommend this book for just about any mother or
father/guardian of a pre-teen girl. Amazing Book! This is actually the book I wish I had a tween.
I purchased it for my child and go through it in advance. Its appropriate, very body positive,
encouraging, and stuffed to the brim with great messages and information about puberty.In
addition they, without exception, addressed interest in "boys" - excluding anyone who may not
be thinking about boys & I in fact experienced great about my 33 year previous body after
reading it! The entire lesson is regularly self acceptance and personal empowerment. I'd LOVE
to discover an equivalent publication for my sons! Fantastic puberty book for pre-teens Like
various other reviewers, I was looking for a puberty reserve with positive body image language
after reading some concerning reviews about another well-known puberty reserve. I also
desired something age-appropriate for my almost 9 year old.I read this book myself first before
posting with her - it was EXACTLY what We was hoping it would be.! It was medically
interesting about puberty and mentions additional topics briefly as well (peer pressure, etc.),
however didn’t get into the facts of another big subject - the take action of sexual intercourse
itself. In the event that you aren’t quite prepared to get into too many details there just yet, or
just want to have that be a separate group of talks, this publication does a great job at
addressing puberty and body changes without going into that piece. Fantastic book for girls
Fantastic book for women! LOVE and recommended. I purchased it for my 4th grader. I
examine it initial and felt it had been ideal for her age.. I was going to buy a different but well
- known reserve about puberty for my child, but read a large number of negative evaluations
about how that book gave their daughters insecurities about their bodies. Then I go through
some excerpts and reviews and I was aghast. Then I noticed that that wasn't the only one! My
biggest issues with most of these books are about the focus on consuming disorders and trying
to be skinny, even if the main point is eventually to reassure young ladies that they don't need
to do that. Um.Everything in Sonya Renee Taylor's strategy is positive and encouraging..my
11-year-old is quite comfortable in her body and it hasn't occurred to her that she has to end
up being (or remain) thin or other things. I've worked really difficult to protect her from society's
stupid messages about these expectations. I've researched dozens & Other books also

strategy relationships and safe sex conversations, which I also discover astounding. It's fine if
folks are ready to possess those conversations making use of their kids, but my girl doesn't
need that content yet, so I don't really want to hand it to her in a reserve about her changing
body.Enter Sonya Renee Taylor. I love her for this book, which I simply examine in its entirety as
a preview. She discusses bodies as powerful and amazing (instead of gorgeous). She
emphasizes that everything that happens during puberty is just right for every girl's body.! It
also includes a glossary in the back with definitions since they use proper terms in the
publication. reinforcing the misunderstandings they might be feeling about not being
"normal.Mature readers: If you haven't already tested the author's other book, "YOUR BODY
ISN'T An Apology," I highly recommend doing so..Exellent book.. Good book Very great info for
my daughter. Great book Really helped me understand the changes of puberty without any
inappropriate content. This is a must examine for women 8+ that want to learn more about their
bodies! I actually looked for a couple a few months for a puberty book that had a confident
outlook to body changes. I treasured it! She switches into just the right amount of details and
steers clear of sex, relationships, and eating disorders. The positive body picture and inclusive
verbiage is usually fantastic.SEARCH NO FURTHER for an inclusive, simple, age-appropriate,
positive information to puberty!... it would have helped me understand better than health class.
Simple appropriate reading My 11 year outdated and her friend in fact sat right down to
read this reserve! My child loved it. Five Stars I read this before We gave it to my
granddaughter. Every girl needs this book When I first attempt to find a book for my girl to
learn on the subject of puberty and body stuff, I figured it will be pretty simple. I've learned as I
go.o niece, and 'Celebrate Your Body' is EXACTLY what I was looking for!. Your...I under no
circumstances knew that.... It really is totally age suitable (8+) and is normally body positive
and inclusive. Again and again, it drives home that everyone is different and that’s an
excellent thing! It addresses all your fundamental puberty stuff (breasts, intervals, skin) and a
little about interpersonal life and being yourself. Sonya Renee Taylor is usually something
special to Humanity ? This is the book you need. Is. Highly recommend My 7 year aged loves
this publication.*Every various other book I researched in this genre had an inordinate
concentrate on appearance & INCREDIBLE and POSITIVE puberty reserve!! This book is
certainly INCREDIBLE! Its non judgmental and doesn't inform a woman what she should be
carrying out with her body, and it approaches some topics like shaving in a manner that lets
the kid know that the choice is theirs to make and whatever they choose is a valid method to
take care of their body. I am hoping somebody wrote a reserve on changes in a woman's
body. It is the perfect balance and it's so empowering.
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